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 Due to the fact that women’s soccer has a history old
of only few decades, the researches in this domain are
poor and usually they were destinated to the females
somatic and physiologic particularities comparative
with the males ones and the specificity of their motric
traits development.
 Very few authors have chosen to investigate the
psychological particularities
that women soccer
players present [9, 12] and those that have studied it,
followed especially the aspects of the teams cohesion,
leadership, conquering strategies during international
competitions etc.
 At the attention level, the concentration capacity must
be maximum in order to mantain the sportive away
from the perturbator stimulouses influence and to
direct and keep her involved to her own motions
execution, to the game adversaries, team match,
coach and referees [10, 11,13].




METHODS
At this sudy had participated 75 women, all soccer
players at various sportive clubs. Those from S.N.
Constanta and C.S.S. Targoviste were included in
the control group (50 subjects) and those from the
National Women Soccer Players Lot had constituted
the experimental group (25 subjects).



In order to determin the attention profile and to
highlight various differences between the subjects
from the study groups – control and experimental,
the sportives had attented two attentions tests, the
Praga Test (for attention distributivity) and the
Toulouse-Pieron Test (for attention concentration).

 RESULTS
 The attention distributivity: Test Praga
 The statistic data analyse obtained by the experimental group for each 4
minutes interval demonstrated that there are no semnificative differences
between it (p > 0,05), which means that the attention distributivity of the
experimental group subjects has a stable character.
 Analysing the control group data from this test, at each 4 minutes interval,
had shown a semnificative difference between the interval 3 and 4, p < 0,01,
so it can be concluded that, for the control group subjects, this form of
attention is fluctuant.
 The attention concentration: Test Toulouse-Pieron
 At this test, the experimental group subjects had a media number of correct
answeres of 120,60 ± 16,67, which represents 53,36% from the total number
of the signs matched with the test given model. We had zero cases of wrong
chosen answer and the media of the skipped test signs was 1,8 ± 0,13. The
exactity coefifcient was calculated at 0,53 ± 0,07.
 For the control group subjects, the media of the correct answeres was 85,00
± 23,40, which represents 37,61% from the total number of answeres. The
wrong chosen signs number was 2,5 ± 0,07 and the skipped signs number
was 1,3 ± 0,25. The exactity coefficient was calculated at 0,37 ± 0,09.





DISCUSSIONS
The attention distributivity: Praga Test
In Figure no 1 is representated the grphic for the attention distributivity for
the two groups, control and experimental. It can be observed that experimental
subjects curve is continousely ascendent, while the control subjects one is
initially ascendent, then it has a short regression, then becomes ascendent
again.
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Fig. 1. The comparative values (experimental – control group) obtained at the Praga Test
The statistic data analyse confirms the fact that the experimental group values are higher
than the control group for the total score (t = 11,800, f 73, p < 0,01) and for the interval 2
(t = 2,083, f 73, p < 0,05), 3 (t = 5,000, f 73, p< 0,01) and 4 (t = 3,308, f 73, p < 0,01). For
the 4 minutes duration interval 1 the difference between the two groups was not
semnificative ( t = 0,821, f 73, p >0,05).
So it can be concluded that the experimental group subjects detain a better attention
distributivity than the control group ones.






Attention concentration: Tolouse-Pieron Test
At this type of investigation, the experimental group subjects had 120,60 ± 16,67 correct
signs, versus the control group subjects, with only 85,00 ± 23,30. The obtained difference
between the two groups has statistic semnification (t = 10,750, f 73, p < 0,01), in the
experimental group favour, so it can be concluded that the experimental group subjects have
a better attention concentration than the control ones.
A confirmation of this conclusion is given by the fact that, for the experimental group, the
wrong chosen signs number is zero, while for the control group is 2,5 ± 0,07. The skipped
signs number is also higher for the control group than for the experimental, although the
statistic analyse did not show a semnificative difference (p >0,05).
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Fig. 2: The comparative Tolouse-Pieron Test results – experimental – control group
Also, the fact that the girls in the control group have a lower ability to attention
concentration, compared to the girls in the experimental group, is also confirmed
by the value of the exactity coefficient: 0.53 for the experimental group, compared
to 0.37 for the control ones.



Therefore, in terms of attention tests, the
experimental group obtained significantly better
results than the control group, which means that the
footballers in the experimental group have a better
distributivity and concentration of attention. Also in
the literature [1, 4, 6] the studies performed on
footballers showed that the players from the upper
echelons obtained higher scores in the attention
tests, than those from the lower echelons.



As a general conclusion, it can be stated that the
National Lot players have a higher concentration and
attention distributivity than those playing at local
sportive clubs and perhaps this is an aspect which
explains their better results in competitions.



CONCLUSIONS



The results obtained at those two attention tests are better for
the experimental group (p < 0,01) than for the control one,
regarding both distributivity and attention concentration.



A woman soccer player has to detain an optimum attention
concentration, proved by an over 0,45 points score at the
Toulouse-Pieron Test. During a competition timeline, a
multitude of perturbator factors could interfere with the
player’s tasks, thus a good concentration level conditions the
perception efficiency, thinking process and of the motions
actions and provides precision and clarity to the their
manifestation.



An optimum attention distributivity is also necessary, its
existance proved by Praga Test scores between 70-100
points. This quality is a must, considering the fact that in the
soccer game there is a large perceptive field and thinking
process, with rapid taken decisions. A high level of attention
distributivity will provide for the players the capacity to
simultaneously observe the adversaries places, to conduct
the ball, to hear the fundal coach or team indications.
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